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This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute 
an offer or solicitation to sell shares or securities in meVu or any related or 

associated company. Any such offer or solicitation will be made only by means 
of a confidential offering memorandum and in accordance with the terms of all 

applicable securities and other laws. 

In an attempt to describe games and gambling universally, Erving Goffman used 
the example of two boys tossing a coin for the coin. In all games of chance or skill, 
the outcome is problematical, the odds ideally equal. The span of play covers four 

quite separate phases: ‘squaring off’ – in which the boys decide to toss for the coin; 
determination – in which it describes its parabola and lands; disclosure – in which 
the outcome is revealed; and settlement – the winner takes the coin, or the play is 
renewed. These phases inhere in any game, and also in most events in everyday life, 

but in marriage, for example, while the span can cover anything from a few weeks to 
a lifetime, it usually approximates to the latter rather than the former. The distinctive 
property of games and contests is that once the bet has been made, the outcome is 

determined and payoff awarded all in the same breath of experience.1 

When Goffman refers to ‘payoff’ he is not imagining an account balance 
on a gambling site where funds can either take days to be withdrawn to a bank or 
can be credited to a credit card which then subjects users to further limitations 

and fees. Rather, he was speaking about taking actual possession of what was 
being gambled for, the ability to spend that newly won value on whatever 

was deemed most fitting. The legacy system of value transfer creates several 
obstacles and unnecessary expenses, to what has historically been a simple 

contract. Now that the technology which moves value has finally caught up to 
the technology which moves data, the power of the internet can be harnessed to 

create a global betting platform that is fair for users.
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meVu.bet (“meVu”) is a, decentralized, peer-to-peer gaming application that will 
allow players to test their skills and compete individually or in pooled games.
meVu allows players to create custom social bets or bets predicting the 
outcomes of popular sporting events, including but not limited to: European 
and American Football, Baseball, Hockey, Basketball, MMA and Boxing. meVu 
is innovating in the online betting space by facilitating competition between 
players, testing their skill and knowledge against other people, not a faceless 
casino or bookie. 

ABSTRACT
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Centralized operations are often victims of hacking because they are trusted to store 
large amounts of funds or sensitive data which paints a target for malicious actors. By 
having all of the vital functions performed in a smart contract, meVu makes use of the 
Ethereum network’s security, making traditional hacks infeasible. Furthermore, outdated 
centralized bookies have expensive licenses; however, can still run into pressure from 
regulatory bodies to shut down operations which can leave funds from its users locked. 
This is not a concern with meVu, because it is essentially impossible for a central authority 
to gain control of the Ethereum network. Peer to Peer (“P2P”) decentralization allows 
betting based competition without reliance on payment processors, reduces operational 
regulatory burdens, and protects against organizational corruption such as fraud and 
embezzlement.

Ethereum’s blockchain technology allows for the execution of “smart contracts”, code 
which is run on the EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine). This technology can be used to 
perform calculations and conduct transactions which allows for an autonomous, trust-less 
payout system, all while being fast, secure and completely transparent.    

Any match outcome on a supported event where two bettors dispute a result will be 
verified by Oracles. Oracles are people who hold MVU tokens, initially acquired in the 
ITO, and report game results in exchange for ether. Payouts will be awarded to the 
winners based on player reports and Oracle verification. Inaccurate reporting will cause 
MVU tokens to be lost to the Oracles who were in consensus, virtually eliminating the 
risk of fraudulent reporting of results.   

DECENTRALIZED 

AUTONOMOUS

FULLY AUTOMATED  
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The most coveted demographic for online betting and gambling is 18-34. "The typical 
sports bettor is a 30-year-old married guy living in the suburbs, with a household income 
of $74,000 a year. Among heavy bettors, 6% have an annual income of $150,000 or 
more, twice the number of nonbettors in the general population who make that kind of 
coin." 14 Ann Vollano, an assistant athletic director at the University of Michigan, who co-
authored a 1999 study on student-athletes and gambling found that new technology is 
constantly making betting more convenient and acceptable. The generation that are 
taking most advantage of this technology are young people aged 21 to 29. “Younger 
people are more internet savvy, and it’s easier for them to gamble now,” says Vollano. 
“They’re also more apt to take risks.” Moral qualms on betting are also fading, studies 
found nearly two-thirds of people in their 20s believe sports betting to be just another 
leisure activity and “no different” than buying a lottery ticket, while 41% see internet 
sports betting as “perfectly harmless”. 14

 Vendors are taking advantage of the growing internet-using population and increasing 
adoption of mobile devices to develop innovative social gambling games. Internet gambling 
can offer all the appealing aspects of physical casinos while allowing users to play from the 
comfort of their homes. Learning the rules of a game in a casino can be humiliating for 
new players and discourages them from playing at all. With online gaming that awkward 
situation is eliminated and players can learn how to play without feeling embarrassed 
for not knowing the rules yet. An additional benefit to online gaming is its resilience 
to economic downturn. In times of recession online gambling is not as susceptible to a 
decline in users as brick and mortar casinos. In a time period of weak economy 78% of 
sports gamblers say they increased their betting. 14 Players see online gaming as a form of 
entertainment with the opportunity to win money from home.2 

The sports betting market occupies the largest market share in the overall gambling 
market. It accounts for around 40 percent of the gambling revenue generation across the 
globe. Technavio’s market research analyst predicts the global sports betting market will 
grow at a CAGR of more than 4 percent during the forecast period 2016-2020.

Global online gambling equated to $40 billion in gross gambling yield(GGY) in 2013 
(up 4.4 percent from $38.32 billion in 2012) and is forecast to reach $50 billion in 2017. 
Online sports betting accounted for nearly 50 percent of the overall global online 
gambling market figure for 2013, equating to around $19.3 billion.3 

MARKET
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This statistic shows the revenue of selected sports betting companies in 2015. The revenue 
of sports betting company Ladbrokes reached 1.78 billion U.S. dollars in 2015. William Hill 
generated 2.37 billion. 

CAGR of Online Sports Betting: 10.6 percent between 2015 and 2018 4 

Revenue of selected sports betting companies in 2015 (in billion U.S. dollars) 5 

Development of online sports betting and eGaming

Source: H2 Gambling Capital

Global market in USD billion
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EMERGING TRENDS
IMPACTING SPORTS BETTING MARKETS  

The top four key trends driving the global sports betting market according to Technavio 
media and entertainment research analysts are:6 

• Increasing availability of cash alternative (cryptocurrency)
• Growing popularity of online sports betting among younger audience (decreased

average age from 45 to 38)
• Increased penetration of international credit and debit card
• Shift in consumer gambling habits (easier access to the internet in mobile devices)

Sports betting has become the fastest growing market segment within gambling 
worldwide, and now dominates, accounting for nearly half of the total online market. A 
fifth of sports betting takes place via mobile, and this is expected to reach 45 per cent by 
2018.7  

A study conducted by ESPN and the Norwalk research firm Markitecture in 2012 found 
that 50% of all Americans aged 16 and older have place a bet on sports in the last 12 
months. 118 million American citizens a year betting on sports, whether it’s participating in 
an office pool, gambling with friends, putting money on a horse at a racetrack or otb parlor 
or wagering at a casino, online or with a bookie. 14

A federally funded national gambling impact study reported in 1999 just as internet sports 
wagering started to take off- that estimates for the overall amount bet on sports were 
as high as 380 Billion a year. The study called sports betting “the most widespread and 
popular form of gambling in America.” 14

The global unregulated betting sector is believed to be many times larger than the 
regulated sector, although without clear and verifiable financial reporting or official 
oversight, it is of course difficult to provide any precise or directly comparable data with 
the regulated market. Patrick Jay, a British-based independent betting expert believes the 
global online sports betting market is a figure close to 1 trillion up to a possible 3 trillion 
USD with 90 percent of that estimated to be illegal.8 

Forbes published an article estimating that in America alone 99 percent of bets are placed 
illegally, Bobby Skoff, co-founder of Swish analytics said. “It is wildly unknown how much 
money could be made if betting was legal but the American Gaming Association estimates 
that $400 billion is spent each year and 99 percent of it is illegal”.9 
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PROBLEMS OF TRADITIONAL
CENTRALIZED SPORTS BOOKS 

Legalized and regulated sports books enjoy marketing in mainstream channels; however, 
in order to do so, sports books need to get expensive licenses in every jurisdiction they 
operate in. Despite paying for these licenses, regulations still prohibit companies from 
many forms of marketing in the USA, Canada, and Asia. These licenses tend to have a 
negative reputation and don’t inspire much trust as there are other cases of sports books 
treating their players poorly and never paying out the winnings.10 41% of Americans say 
they’ve won a bet that’s gone unpaid. 14

Another downfall to traditional sports books is that the initial capital required to support 
user bets is prohibitively high. The recommended minimum is to have no less than 
$300,000 with 1 million being the benchmark, and a safer estimate in order to support 
bets properly.11 

These costs cause sports books to charge high fees, typically between ten and fifteen 
percent, in order to generate a profit.12 Alternatively, companies open offshore online 
sports books which operate in a legal grey area, but the US government is notorious for 
prosecuting these types of enterprises.  

In summary, there are many operational, licensing and upfront costs to starting a 
sportsbook.  Clients are charged high fees to make up for these costs and are also forced 
to deal with 3rd party institutions who have wait times and fees of their own when 
redeeming winnings. Users are also forced to trust these third-party institutions with their 
information and funds. 

The majority of these sports books exist in a legal “grey” area in order to operate and tap 
into large betting markets, i.e., USA, Canada, Asia. Players and the operations both run 
the risk of losing their funds due to regulatory repercussion, security vulnerabilities or 
exploitation of identity and information. Despite these issues, the online gambling market, 
both regulated and unregulated, is estimated to be worth at least a trillion dollars per 
year.13 
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OUR SOLUTION  
meVu is a peer-to-peer, decentralized application that matches players who agree to odds 
on a bet. These bets can be centred on a sporting event or users can create custom bets on 
anything with two possible outcomes. Running on the Ethereum Virtual Machine, meVu’s 
open-source smart contract creates a secured escrow that is publicly viewable. This allows 
players to follow their Ethereum cryptocurrency “ETH” throughout every step of the 
betting process. Creating peace of mind that once the winner is determined the Ether will 
be paid out quickly, securely and automatically. All funds are held within a contract on the 
blockchain and no individual, company or government can interfere with the payout. meVu 
virtually eliminates the risk of hacking and regulatory interference as there is no single 
point of failure in a blockchain network. By clearing payouts on Ethereum, meVu can cut 
the waiting times of traditional sports books while reducing fees from 10 percent to as low 
as 2 percent because it is never processed by a bank or any 3rd party institution.  

Our platform pairs people to compete against each other, removing the need for meVu 
to fund and back bets. Disputes between players on supported sports games are sent 
to Oracles who are incentivized to reach resolution through consensus. Furthermore, 
reputation systems and leaderboards foster the spirit of competition and deter malicious 
behaviour. 

This diagram illustrates the intended 
structure of the meVu platform. The 
foundational layer is the Ethereum 
blockchain on which a network of 
smart-contracts run upon. The meVu 
team will retain ownership over some 
of these smart contracts to control 
some aspects of the application such 
as which events will be supported by 
oracles, the registration of verified 
oracles and the ability to tweak a few 
important variables which may need 
adjusting. The rest of the smart-
contracts will be owned by a central 
contract not visualized. Operating 
above the Ethereum Virtual Machine 
(EVM) layer are the traditional back-
end components to any web service. 
These servers will hold application 
data to expedite front-end operations 
as well as the minimum required 
amount of user information to ensure 
no user is able to pose as multiple 
people. Finally, the top layer is the 
user interface where players can actually browse events and place bets. At launch this 
interface will be a web-browser application, a mobile version is planned for a later release. 
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VISION

TYPES OF BETS AND FEE STRUCTURE 

meVu aims to become the most revered global platform made exclusively for players to 
bet anything, anytime against anyone. We envision a time when a common phrase could 
be “Let’s meVu bet!” meVu will initially focus on custom/social and sport head-to-head 
bets, but will quickly expand to add multi-bets in which multiple players can take the 
complementary position against a single larger bet. meVu will add exclusive features for 
our token holders to participate in pooled bets on sports games and provably fair casino 
style games in which they use the MVU token to play. Finally our API is already in 
development allowing existing sportsbooks/Esports wagering sites to use our 
contracts. The meVu brand is focused on bringing betting back to its basics, between 
people, the way it was meant to be. Putting control and power back in the player’s 
hands, we want to foster competition with global leaderboards while heightening the 
thrill and excitement of betting against other players as opposed to sport bookies.   

At launch, meVu will support custom and social bets. These bets can be on any event 
that has two possible outcomes. Both parties must also agree on the eventual outcome 
and report the winner correctly. Upon successful completion, a 1.5 percent fee will be 
charged. Out of the 1.5 percent fee charged 1 percent goes to meVu with the remaining 
0.5 percent going towards a lottery fund that pays out monthly to a random Oracle/MVU 
Token holder. If a dispute arises between players no fee will be charged and all 
ETH will be refunded minus the “gas” cost to run the contract. A reporting system will 
be implemented tied to players’ usernames to track dispute percentages and reputation. 
Reputation and dispute percentage will deter malicious behaviour in a number of different 
ways.  
meVu will also support sports bets at launch. Available leagues are: 

meVu will expand support to other leagues and sports in the future according to demand. 
Head-to-head bets require the players to report the outcomes of these supported sports 
events. Upon successful completion, a 2 percent fee will be charged. Out of the 2 percent 
fee charged, 1.5 percent goes to meVu with 0.25 percent going towards a lottery fund and 
0.25 percent going to Oracles for that event, divided proportionately according to their 
staked percentage. The lottery fund pays out monthly to a random MVU Token holder. 
If a dispute shall arise between players, a 3 percent fee will be charged. The additional 1 
percent will be sent as a service fee to Oracles who reported the correct outcome on that 

Basketball
European Football
American Football

Hockey 
Baseball
Cricket

Tennis
MMA

Boxing
Olympics

NBA 
FIFA, UEFA, EPL, LaLiga, Bundesliga 
NFL 
NHL 
MLB 
ICC 
ATP 
UFC 
International 
Summer, Winter 
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particular event. All multi bets in which multiple people come together to accept a larger 
bet will be charged 3 percent with the same breakdown as if it were a head-to-head bet 
being disputed. Fees collected by meVu from bets generate revenue and allow for the 
continuation of meVu by funding all operational costs. 

1.5% to meVu 1.5% to meVu

0.25% to 
Oracles 1.25% to 

Oracles

0.25% to 
Lottery

0.25% to 
Lottery

2% without dispute 3% with dispute

meVu will be adding the ability for token holders to compete using the MVU token instead 
of ETH in pooled bets. These bets will be settled by the Oracle service, however if a player 
participates in a pooled sport bet they are disallowed from reporting on the outcome of 
that particular event as an Oracle. The fee that will be taken is 0.5 percent the value of 
the bet. Of this 0.5 percent, 0.05 percent is sent back to the referral/reward fund and 
the remaining 0.45 percent will be burned, bringing the supply of MVU tokens down. By 
burning MVU tokens and decreasing the total supply, basic economic theory states that 
as long as demand remains constant the value of MVU will rise, meaning players can win 
twice. 

meVu will also be adding the ability 
for token holders to compete head-
to-head on provably fair casino 
style mini-games. Examples of 
these games include roulette and 
blackjack as well as simpler games 
such as rock/paper/scissors or a dice 
roll where whoever roles higher wins 
the MVU token staked. The fees 
involved in these games will be 0.2 
percent with a break down of 0.05 
percent being sent to the referral/
reward fund and the remaining 0.15 
percent being burned bringing the 
supply of MVU tokens down.

Un
its

Activity

Token Supply

*not all gas costs will be covered by meVu, certain gas costs to execute basic operations will be covered by the 
players. meVu will continuously optimise the smart contracts to reduce gas costs.
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PROJECTIONS

MVU APP TOKEN 

Projections are on bets that are settled by oracles. The average player between the ages 
18-34 bets approx. $3220 a year on sports.14 Charts below estimate how much revenue,
meVu, Oracles, and the Lottery fund acquires depending on the users active on the
platform.

The meVu token (MVU) is an essential part of the meVu 
ecosystem and economy. The major utilities available to 
meVu token holders are
• Reporting the results of sports games by reaching

consensus
• Competing on exclusive discounted games (pooled

and the future additioin of mini games)
• The right to participate in monthly lottery
• Claiming referral rewards

Users Total amount bet meVu Revenue Oracle Revenue Lottery Fund

1000 $3.2 million/year $48,000/year $40,000/year $8,000/year

25,000 $80.5 million/year $1.2 million/year $1 million/year $201,250/year

500,000 $1.6 billion/year $24 million/year $20 million/year $4 million/year

2,500,000 $8 billion/year $120 million/year $100 million/year $20 million/year

10,000,000 $32.2 billion/year $483 million/year $402.5 million/year $80 million/year
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REPORTING THE RESULTS 
A decentralized result verification system is essential to the meVu platform as it protects 
players from the vulnerability of manipulation, fraud from subjective reporting, and certain 
criminal activities. MVU holders help determine the winner of sports bets by reporting the 
correct score. 

Holders stake some of their token balance and attempt to reach consensus on the 
outcome of an event; they are compensated in two different ways for doing so. Service 
fees are collected in the Ethereum cryptocurrency ether (ETH) from head-to-head 
matches and token holders (Oracles) are incentivized to be on the side of consensus as 
they can also be compensated in MVU tokens. Half of all MVU staked by those who 
voted against consensus will be taken and given to the Oracles who reached consensus in 
amounts proportionate to their stake, this deters fraudulent reporting of sports results.

ETH rewards are also proportionate to the percentage of tokens used to opt in. The 
reporting period for Oracles will start upon the scheduled event completing and will end 
a minimum of 8, and a maximum of 16 hours later, ensuring enough time for Oracles to 
report. A minimum number of Oracles is required to solve any disputes; if this number is 
not reached the bet on the sports game will be considered undecided and the players 
funds will be refunded minus the “gas” transaction cost. Token holders are unable to opt in 
to social/custom bets - in those cases, if a dispute arises the player’s funds will be refunded 
minus the “gas” transaction cost. The only time a custom bet will not be immediately 
voided in the event of a dispute is if both parties agree to and assign a known third party as 
their arbiter at the time of bet creation. If there is an arbiter, only they will have the 
authority to resolve a dispute or void the bet and refund both parties, the arbiter will for 
earn a small fee for their service. 

If a dispute arises between players or 
if a losing player withholds their 
report, their wager is sent to the 
‘Oracle Queue’ where it will await 
the daily settlement function. Once 
the settlement function is called by 
the  Oraclize (not visualized) 
contract, it finalizes the winner of 
any active events based upon Oracle 
votes. At this point the winning 
party will be able to claim their 
winnings. This design ensures 
scalability, however since it requires 
a further gas cost passed to the 
winner, the losing or non-reporting 
player will be penalized with a 
significant loss of reputation, 
discouraging disputes. The Oracles 
will also be able to claim their fee in 
ETH and any MVU reward which 
may have been earned. 

dispute

oracle queue

oracle vote

eth
pool

mvu
pool

daily settlement
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COMPETING ON EXCLUSIVE DISCOUNTED GAMES 
AND PARTICIPATING IN MONTHLY LOTTERY 

REFERRAL REWARDS 

Players who hold MVU tokens will have exclusive access to use MVU to bet on pooled 
sports games. Token holders will also be able to bet MVU on provably fair casino style 
games. These games will have minimal fees compared to the custom/social and sports 
bets that require ETH to bet. Being a MVU token holder will automatically enroll you to 
participate in the monthly ETH lottery. This lottery fund is collected by fees charged on 
custom/social sports bets, and will randomly select a MVU token holder as a winner at the 
end of each month

Another way to acquire MVU is by inviting friends to become active users on meVu’s 
platform. Once a referred friend has played their first competitive match on the platform, 
both players will earn a reward. The reward will be paid out from the fund created at end 
of the token sale. The referral fund is set up to acquire a potential 100,000 players within 
four years, assuming the price of MVU stays at a constant price of 0.50 cents. On the 
first of every month meVu will set the number of MVU tokens to equal $5 USD to be 
paid as a bonus. This number will be set @ 10 basis points lower then what the market 
is trading MVU for. MVU is more abundant in years one and two as an opportunity for 
early adopters to be rewarded for creating liquidity, and contributing to the success of the 
network. The table below details the structure and approx. amount of MVU available per 
year after the public ITO. Plans to create a Reserve at which MVU can be bought 
directly from the site are being formulated.

Since oracles must stake MVU 
in order to earn ETH, and 
the amount of ETH earned is 
proportionate to their percentage 
of all MVU staked, oracles are 
highly incentivized to stake as 
much MVU as possible. Every 
oracle attempting to maximize their 
ETH earnings, combined with the 
scarcity of MVU, should result in 
a steadily rising demand for MVU 
as new users are introduced to the 
platform.

Un
its

Activity

Token Demand
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Year Total MVU available for 
referral bonuses

Potential Number of Users to join 
platform & receive $5 USD 
Equivalent @ 0.50/MVU

1 1,000,000.00 50,000 

2 500,000.00 25,000 

3 250,000.00 12,500 

4 250,000.00 12,500

HOW TO ACQUIRE MVU TOKENS 

Staking token 
in exclusive 

token holder 
games

From another 
player via 
transfer 

Fulfilling 
Oracle 
service  

Claiming 
referral 

and ranking 
rewards 

Sending ETH 
to MVU 
creation 
contract 

during ITO  
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TOKEN SALE 
meVu will have both a Private, and Public ITO all details below:

Private:
meVu will re open a private pre sale round on May 14th and run until a hardcap of 
15MM MVU tokens is reached or until July 16th whichever comes first. meVu will be 
redeeming funds to complete the development, testing and auditing of meVu platform’s 
main functions in order to be ready for a main net launch. The remaining funds will be 
used for legal costs, and marketing meVu, for the public ITO. The funds raised during 
the private sale will be used according to the chart shown below. 

42%
Marketing/Sale

35%
Development

12%
Legal Counsel

11%
Consultants / 
Outsourcing

Public Sale:
The meVu (MVU) Public token sale  will start on September 10th 2018, and run until 
October 22nd 2018. 

This will be the largest and last distribution of MVU ERC20 token in an ITO, and 
our primary goal is to distribute MVU globally so that it promotes a fair and effective 
platform. The MVU token will be available to interested parties in stages at varying price 
points, depending on when the tokens are acquired. 
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The first week of the sale will be the largest discount rate and on September 10th at 
8am Est MVU will be available at a rate of 1 MVU to 34 Cents USD. On September 
19th, the price of MVU will begin to increase linearly by half of 1 Cent per day until it 
reaches 44 Cents USD.  The sale will have a hard cap of 45MM MVU tokens that when 
reached will immediately disable additional sales.  The chart below outlines the timeline 
for the token sale, prices in USD, and quantity of tokens produced. 

MVU Allocations
private - 15 million MVU 

crowdsale - 45 million MVU 
meVu - 44 Million MVU

initial offering - 34

closing price - 44

Day 1 Day 10 Day 30 Day 43

|c MVU/

At the end of the sale 44 Million MVU will be held back.

Out of the 44, 3.6 MM MVU will be reserved for the referral and ranking rewards, 2 MM 
will be reserved for bounties, an additional 6 MM will be reserved for the advisory team, 
2.6 MM MVU will be allocated to the funding team subject to an 18-month holding 
period, paid out quarterly as a long-term incentive to meet the milestones laid out on our 
road map.

4.6 MM MVU will go to a User adoption fund, 13 MM MVU will be reservered for 
partnerships and the remaining 13 MM MVU will go to the treasury. 

Tokens will only be claimable after the sale ends on October 22nd 2018. The funds raised 
during the Public ITO for the MVU token will be used according to the chart shown 
below. 
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meVu will be transparent and update the community through a press release detailing the 
reasoning behind any changes to the chart, and any redemption of funds.

65%Marketing / 
Sales

15%
Development

7%
Consultants / 
Outsourcing

7%
General Admin
and Accounting

6%
Legal Counsel

There will also be special campaign associated with the FIFA World Cup. Users who 
partricipate in our BETA and correctly predict the world cup games will be rewarded 
MVU tokens. More details to come, closer to the meVu BETA launch in June!
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MULTI ACCOUNTS PREVENTION BY MINIMAL KYC 

PLATFORM

DISPUTE PERCENTAGES, USER RATINGS,
AND GLOBAL LEADER BOARDS 

LOW COST NETWORK ATTACK PREVENTION 

Most jurisdictions that prohibit sportsbooks focus on the operator as the entity to be 
licensed. Individuals wishing to bet do not break the law provided they do not bet 
with an unlicensed operator. With MEvU's system the bet is always with another 
individual – there is no operator. Furthermore as there is no central intermediary 
there is no licensable entity. No longer will you need to provide comprehensive 
identification to place bets online. In the past, traditional sports books would 
require front and back pictures of two pieces of government issued identification 
along with proof of address as well as banking information. To place bets with 
meVu you simply need to provide your name, age, and email address, verified with 
a mobile phone number. meVu collects this information to insure our players are 
above the age of 18 and also to prevent a malicious actor from posing as many 
different people on the meVu platform. 

For the meVu platform to have success in penetrating not only the Ethereum 
community but the $1 trillion a year online betting market the UX needs to be a high 
priority. 
A simple and unique platform with an easy to navigate experience is the goal as it 
allows users who aren’t familiar with Ethereum to easily access. meVu will officially 
support MetaMask, a chrome plugin that simplifies this process and allows users to 
avoid running an Ethereum node locally (although this is still highly encouraged).  

The first step will be to create a registered account which will be similar to the way they 

meVu will implement different ranking systems within the platform to encourage 
competition, reputation and bragging rights.  A dispute percentage will 
automatically track and show how many times the player was involved in a bet 
where the outcome was disputed. 

Global leaderboards will separately track the win/loss ratio on their custom/social 
bets as well as the sports bets. As players move up and down the leaderboard their 
Matchmaking ranking (MMR) ranking will move along with it. Winning or losing a 
bet can increase or decrease your MMR by 50 points. The amount of points you win 
or lose is determined by your MMR vs MMR of your opponent. 

At the end of the month Global leaderboards will be reset and the top 5% will 
receive bonuses in MVU tokens, at the end of year global leaderboards will also 
receive a reset with the top 1% of players receiving a larger bonus.  

To prevent malicious actors from spamming the meVu contract in an attempt to 
disable it, bets will be subject to minimum amounts. The minimum bet amount will be 
equivalent to $10 USD on any given day. 
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FUTURE FEATURES 
meVu will continuously look to improve the platform while sticking to our key model and 
vision. Adding the ability for a user to be able to message their opponents will be a priority. 
Chat fosters more competition through banter while adding flexibility by allowing players 
to negotiate better odds for a bet. A rematch and challenge option will be implemented 
along with the chat addon as it easily allows users to continually compete against a trusted 
opponent and double down on their bets.  

To allow for more flexibility and control the feature to “opt out” of a bet prior to Oracle 
reporting period will be implemented. A player will have the option to send a cancellation 
request, and if the opponent accepts, the contract will become void. The user who 
requested the cancellation would pay the “gas” transaction cost.  

SECURITY AUDIT  
meVu will continuously improve its platform and network for its users but not at the 
expense of security. Before every update to our platform we will hire a security audit to be 
completed. Take a look at our GITHUB Repo . 

are created now. Only the most essential sensitive information required to verify the 
account related to KYC will be stored on a centralized server. User funds and game 
information will always be stored on the Ethereum blockchain, outside of meVu’s control.  

Once the account is verified the player will have access to a quick tutorial. The optional 
tutorial will show a step by step basics of how to create a custom social or sports bet. 
The second part will be how to find and accept current available matches. Users will have 
the ability to select preferences such as 
which fiat conversion they want to track, 
favourite sports leagues and teams to 
follow, and the way current matches are 
filtered. 

meVu will launch initially as a web 
application but will be adding mobile 
support in the near 
future to make it easier for users to 
access the platform from anywhere. 
meVu will also work to release a cross 
platform desktop application using 
the Electron framework. 

http://github.com/mevu-bet
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ROAD MAP 

September 2017

December 2017 

February 2019 

December 2018 

September 2018 

June 2018 

May-June 
2018 

Announcement of project and white paper 

Crowd sale announcement 

Private Pre-Sale & Closed beta 

Open beta live for World cup with 
special campaign to earn bonus MVU

Public ICO 

Final launch with pooled bets, 
Casino style provably fair style game 
and opt out functionality 

Chat addon and rematch features  
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IN SUMMARY 
Traditional ways of online betting are expensive to both the sports book and its users. The 
user gives up control and flexibility while accepting a lot more risk than that of just losing 
a bet. Players are forced to trust centralized sports books which are subject to 
government interference, fraud and hacking due to a centralized single point of failure. 
This all contributes to the negative stigma that surrounds online betting.  

meVu is focused on abolishing this stigma and making betting fun again by bringing it back 
to the basics, between people the way it was meant to be. meVu allows people to bet on 
anything, anytime against anyone. Custom/social bets against friends are a possibility 
such as; who can drink the fastest, and who will win the next round of golf. If your friends 
are not around make new ones by finding or creating sports bets on the global meVu 
network. Creating your own odds, puts control, fairness and power back in the player’s 
hands. Global leaderboards foster competition and up the ante while heightening the thrill 
and excitement of betting against other players as opposed to sport bookies. Powered by 
the Ethereum blockchain these bets are all on a trust-less open source network that 
securely pays winners completely cutting waiting times and lowering fees from 10 to 2 
percent. 
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THE TEAM 
Our team's experience stems from the businesses we have built in the financial and 
technology sectors. After being introduced to Ethereum in 2016 by industry leaders, we 
recognized the potential of bringing game changing ideas like ours to life. Since 
beginning work on meVu we have become members of our local Ethereum community 
and have truly become blockchain enthusiasts. We will continue to build meVu until we 
have realized our vision of creating the future of online betting, a fully decentralized 
peer-to-peer platform.  
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DISCLAIMERS/TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
NOT AN OFFER TO SOLICIT SECURITIES AND  RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH 
MVU AND THE meVu NETWORK  (Last Updated April 24th, 2018  )

This document is strictly for informational purposes and does not constitute an offer 
or solicitation to sell shares or securities in meVu. Any such offer or solicitation will 
be made only by means of a confidential offering memorandum and in accordance 
with the terms of all applicable securities and other laws. None of the information or 
analyses are intended to form the basis for any investment decision, and no specific 
recommendations are intended. Ultimately, this document does not constitute 
investment advice or counsel or solicitation for investment in any security. This 
document does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, any 
offer for sale or subscription of, or any invitation to offer to buy or subscribe for, 
any securities, nor should it or any part of it form the basis of, or be relied on in any 
connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever. meVu avidly disclaims any 
and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind, arising 
directly or indirectly from: (i) reliance on any information contained in this document, 
(ii) any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or (iii) any action resulting
therefrom.

 meVu Token, or “MVU”, is a cryptographic token used by the meVu network.  

MVU is NOT a Crypto-currency 
Currently, MVU (i) cannot be exchanged for goods or services, (ii) has no known uses 
outside the meVu network, and (iii) cannot be traded on any known exchanges. 

MVU is NOT an investment 
There is no guarantee that the MVU you purchase will increase in value. It may – and 
could possibly at some point – decrease in value. Those who do not actually use their 
MVU honestly and fairly will forego their MVU to those who do.  

MVU is NOT ownership  
Controlling MVU does not grant its controller ownership or equity in meVu, or the meVu 
network. MVU does not give any right to aid in the control the direction or decision-
making of meVu or the meVu Network.  

Risks of the Ethereum Protocol  
MVU tokens and the meVu network are based upon the Ethereum protocol. As such, 
any malfunction, unintended function, or unexpected functioning of the Ethereum 
protocol, may cause the meVu network or MVU tokens to malfunction or function in 
an unexpected or unintended manner. Moreover, Ether, the native token of Ethereum 
and MVU tokens may similarly decrease in value. More information about the Ethereum 
protocol is available at http://www.ethereum.org.  

http://www.ethereum.org
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Risk of Unfavorable Regulatory Action in Jurisdictions  
Blockchain technologies have been the critical focus of many regulatory bodies worldwide. 
The functioning of the meVu network and MVU could be impacted by one or more 
regulatory inquiries or actions, including but not limited to restrictions on the use or 
possession of digital tokens like MVU, which could impede or limit the development of the 
meVu network.  

Risk of Insufficient Interest in the meVu Network or Distributed Applications  
In the unfavourable event of limited public interest, in the development of the meVu 
network, this may impact the development of the meVu network and therefore the 
potential uses or value of MVU.  

Risk of an Illiquid Market for MVU  
There are currently no exchanges upon which MVU might trade. If exchanges ever do 
develop, they will likely be relatively new and subject to poorly understood regulatory 
oversight. Therefore, the exchanges that allow for the trading of MVU tokens may be 
involved in fraud or experience security failures or other operational issues. These failures 
may result in a reduction in the value or liquidity of MVU.  

Risk due to Loss of Credentials  
The purchaser’s MVU may be associated within a meVu account until they are distributed 
to the purchaser. The meVu account can only be accessed with login credentials selected 
by the purchaser. The loss of these credentials will result in the loss of MVU.  
Any third party that gains access to the purchaser’s login credentials or private keys may 
be able to dispose of the purchaser’s MVU. To minimize this risk, the purchaser should 
guard against unauthorized access to their electronic devices.  

Risk of Theft and Hacking   
Hackers or other groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with the meVu network 
or the availability of MVU in any number of ways, including without limitation denial of 
service attacks, Sybil attacks, spoofing, smurfing, malware attacks, or consensus based 
attacks.  

Risk of Security Weaknesses in the MVU network  
The meVu network consists of open source software that is itself based on open source 
software. There is a risk that the meVu team, or other third parties may intentionally or 
unintentionally introduce weaknesses or bugs into the core infrastructural elements of the 
meVu network interfering with the use of or causing the loss of MVU.  

Risk of Weaknesses or Exploitable Breakthroughs in the Field of Cryptography  
Advances in cryptography, or technical advances such as the development of quantum 
computers, could present risks to cryptocurrencies and the meVu network, which could 
result in the theft or loss of MVU.  
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Risk of Uninsured Losses  
Unlike bank accounts or accounts at some other financial institutions, funds held using the 
meVu or Ethereum network are generally uninsured. In the event of loss or loss of value, 
there is no public insurer.  

Risk of Dissolution of the meVu Project  
It is possible that, due to any circumstances, including without limitation an unfavorable 
fluctuation in the value of Crypto-Currencies, unfavorable fluctuation in the value of 
MVU, the failure of business relationships, or competing intellectual property claims, the 
meVu project may no longer be a viable business and could dissolve or fail to launch.  

Unanticipated Risks  
Crypto-currency and cryptographic tokens are a new and untested technology. In addition 
to the risks set forth here, there are risks that the meVu team cannot anticipate. Risks may 
further present themselves, as unanticipated combinations or variations of the risks set 
forth here.  
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